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LONKERO and Kraken

VTT – beyond the obvious

Before SAFIR2022 the aging of Finnish reactor 

analysis tools and expertise presented a challenge 

for safety analyses of current and future reactors 

(also SMRs, HTGRs)

LONKERO kickstarted the construction of both 

the next generation reactor analysis framework, 

Kraken, and the expertise to use it for the years to 

come.

Kraken combines novel Finnish solvers such as 

Serpent, FINIX and Ants into a reactor simulator 

capable of operating cycle and transient analyses 

with and without plant level feedback.

LONKERO is also responsible for the development 

of the nodal neutronics program Ants.

A schematic representation of the plans for the

completed Kraken framework. Finnish solver modules

developed at VTT are shown in yellow, while potential

state-of-the-art third party solvers to be coupled are

shown in orange.
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 Main goal of LONKERO: Build a transient capable reactor simulator that can be 

applied to safety analyses in just four years.

• Done!

 Some specific highlights presented:

1. Developing Ants, a modern replacement for old Finnish nodal neutronics codes.

2. Validating Kraken for fuel cycle and transient analyses against experimental data from real 

nuclear reactors.

3. Utilizing the modularity of Kraken to verify reduced order solutions in applications with no 

experimental data (SMRs).

LONKERO, main achievements



The modern nodal neutronics 
program Ants



 Nodal neutronics code is the workhorse of neutronics in 

fuel cycle and transient analyses.

 Finnish codes HEXBU, HEXTRAN, TRAB3D, ARES 

utilized in past analyses of Finnish reactors.

 A modern replacement was needed due to new 

applications (SMRs, HTGRs) and retirement of experts.

 LONKERO raised Ants from toddler age to a young 

adult:

• 2018 Ants had basic nodal models but no burnup or 

transient capability and no coupling to other physics.

• 2022 Ants applicable to fuel cycle and transient 

analyses as a part of Kraken.

Developing the modern nodal neutronics 
program Ants

Ants development timeline:

Pre-LONKERO: Static neutronics analyses without feedbacks

 2019: First coupled hot full power analyses.

 2020: First depletion analyses.

 2021: Time dependent nodal models.

 2022: Coupled transient validation.



Validating Kraken
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 Khmelnitsky NPP unit 2 (VVER-1000) started commercial 

operation in 2005.

 X2 benchmark provides core specifications, fuel cycle 

history data, measured and reconstructed data for the first 

four operating cycles.

 Fuel cycles were modelled with Kraken (Ants-Kharon-

SuperFINIX).

 Predictions compared to measured/reconstructed data with 

good results.

 Predictive accuracy is on par with other modern codes such 

as DYN3D, SIMULATE and RAST-V.

 Kraken capable of VVER-1000 fuel cycle analyses with 

quantified predictive accuracy.

Validating kraken: VVER-1000 fuel 
cycles

Boron letdown curves for first four operating cycles in

Khmelnitsky 2. Measured data and Kraken prediction.

Valtavirta, V., Rintala, A.,

“Validating Kraken for VVER-1000 fuel cycle simulations using the X2 benchmark”,

submitted to Annals of Nuclear Energy (2023).
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Validating kraken: VVER-1000 fuel 
cycles

Reconstructed assembly power distribution in the Khmelnitsky

2 core at 29 EFPD during the second fuel cycle.Valtavirta, V., Rintala, A.,

“Validating Kraken for VVER-1000 fuel cycle simulations using the X2 benchmark”,

submitted to Annals of Nuclear Energy (2023).
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Validating kraken: VVER-1000 fuel 
cycles

Kraken prediction for assembly power distribution in the

Khmelnitsky 2 core at 29 EFPD during the second fuel cycle.Valtavirta, V., Rintala, A.,

“Validating Kraken for VVER-1000 fuel cycle simulations using the X2 benchmark”,

submitted to Annals of Nuclear Energy (2023).
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Validating kraken: VVER-1000 fuel 
cycles

Absolute difference in assembly power distribution in the

Khmelnitsky 2 core at 29 EFPD during the second fuel cycle.

(Kraken - Measured)

Valtavirta, V., Rintala, A.,

“Validating Kraken for VVER-1000 fuel cycle simulations using the X2 benchmark”,

submitted to Annals of Nuclear Energy (2023).
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Validating kraken: VVER-1000 fuel 
cycles

Isothermal temperature coefficients measured as part of start

up tests for each cycle. Predicted by Ants and other similar

solvers.

Valtavirta, V., Rintala, A.,

“Validating Kraken for VVER-1000 fuel cycle simulations using the X2 benchmark”,

submitted to Annals of Nuclear Energy (2023).
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 Kalinin NPP unit 3 started commercial operation in 2005.

 During the commissioning tests the switching off of one 

main circulation pump was conducted at full power.

 Control rod operation stabilizes reactor at a lower power 

level.

 Reactor response was measured in the experiment.

 Ants-TRACE calculation sequence of Kraken was used to 

model the transient.

 Results were compared to measured data.

 Additionally, the computational main steam line break 

benchmark V1000CT-2 Exercise 2 was modelled.

Validating kraken: VVER-1000 coolant 
transients

VVER-1000 model for TRACE used in the analyses.

Lauranto, U., Komu, R., Rintala, A., Valtavirta, V.,

“Validation of the Ants-TRACE code system with VVER-1000 coolant transient benchmarks”,

submitted to Annals of Nuclear Energy (2022).
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Validating kraken: VVER-1000 coolant 
transients

Total power during the Kalinin 3 MCP trip transient.

Lauranto, U., Komu, R., Rintala, A., Valtavirta, V.,

“Validation of the Ants-TRACE code system with VVER-1000 coolant transient benchmarks”,

submitted to Annals of Nuclear Energy (2022).
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Validating kraken: VVER-1000 coolant 
transients

Ants-TRACE results (without time filtering) compared to

measurements during the Kalinin 3 MCP trip transient.

Lauranto, U., Komu, R., Rintala, A., Valtavirta, V.,

“Validation of the Ants-TRACE code system with VVER-1000 coolant transient benchmarks”,

submitted to Annals of Nuclear Energy (2022).
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Consistent cross verification with modularity

 How to verify capabilities of Ants in systems for which there is no 

experimental data, e.g. SMRs?

 Modularity allows us to run the same analysis with two 

neutronics solvers:
• Serpent Monte Carlo code.

• Ants nodal neutronics program.

 Computational benchmarking is not a new idea, but:
• We can eliminate error sources from nuclear data.

• We can include feedback effects from other physics in a 

consistent manner. 

• We can consider hot zero power, hot full power, fuel cycle and 

transient analyses.

 Gives the best possible reference solution for the nodal 

solver.
Serpent geometry plots of the modelled SMR core and the naming of different 

control rod groups.
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Consistent cross verification with modularity

Automatic evaluation of licensing relevant data during the simulation of an

SMR operating cycle. Verification of Ants solution with Serpent.

Top left: Boron letdown curve.

Top right: Moderator temperature reactivity coefficient.

Bottom left: Instantaneous hot shutdown margin.

Bottom right: Control rod group worths.

Serpent geometry plots of the modelled SMR core and the naming of different 

control rod groups.

Valtavirta, V., Tuominen, R.

A simple reactor core simulator based on VTT's Cerberus Python package

M&C 2021, April 11-15, 2021, Raleigh, NC

 Modelled one fuel cycle for the SMR core at full power 

operation with Kraken using Ants and Serpent for 

neutronics.
• Thermal hydraulics with Kharon, fuel behaviour with SuperFINIX.

 Evaluated rod worths, feedback coefficients, shutdown 

margins etc. during the fuel cycle.



Current status and future work
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 Kraken ready for stationary, operating cycle and transient analyses.

 Modular structure with several options for different solver modules.

 Demonstrated with VVER-1000 validation.

 Widely used in the core design of VTT‘s district heating reactor concept LDR-50.
• Equilibrium cycle simulations, load follow simulations.

 Applied in EU-McSAFER to REA and MSLB analyses of the NuScale concept.
• Serpent or Ants based neutronics, TRACE, SUBCHANFLOW or OpenFOAM based TH.

 Further validation and development in the future.

Current status of Kraken
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